Terbium chelation, a specific fluorescent tagging of human transferrin. Optimization of conditions in view of its application to the HPLC analysis of carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT).
Transferrin (Tf) is the major iron-transporting protein in the human body and, for this reason, has been extensively studied in biomedicine. This protein undergoes a complex glycosylation process leading to several glycoforms, some of which are important in the diagnosis of alcohol abuse and of congenital glycosylation defects under the collective name of carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT). Exploiting the Tf ability to bind not only iron but also other ions, specific attention has been devoted to binding activity towards Tb3+, which was reported to greatly enhance its intrinsic fluorescence upon the interaction with Tf. However, the structural properties of the Tb3+-Tf complex have not been described so far. In the present work, the formation of the Tf-Tb3+ complex has been investigated by the employment of several biophysical techniques, such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), "native" mass spectrometry (MS), and near-UV circular dichroism (CD). Each method allowed the detection of the Tf-Tb3+ complex, yielding a specific signature. The interaction of Tb3+ with Fe3+-free Tf (apoTf) has been described in terms of stoichiometry, affinity, and structural effects in comparison with Fe3+. These experiments led to the first direct detection of the Tf-Tb3+ complex by MS, indicating a 1:2 stoichiometry and allowing the investigation of structural effects of metal binding. Either Tb3+ or Fe3+ binding affected protein conformation, inducing structural compaction to a similar extent. Nevertheless, near-UV CD and pH-dependence profiles suggested subtle differences in the coordination of the two metals by Tf side chains. Experimental conditions that promote complex formation have been identified, highlighting the importance of alkaline pH and synergistic ions, such as carbonate. On the basis of these studies, sample pretreatment, separation, and detection conditions of a high-performance liquid chromatographic method for CDT analysis are optimized, achieving relevant increase (by a factor of ∼3) of analytical sensitivity. Graphical abstract Schematic representation of HPLC-separated transferrin glycoforms detected by fluorescence emission of the terbium ions bound to the protein.